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+17185399898 - http://www.liububbq.com/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Liu Bu from New York City. Currently, there are 18 menus
and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What Mr F G And Mrs M S likes about Liu Bu:
This place is great to have late night meal with friends. Average price for their skewers are about $2 which is

alright but they do have cheap beers. We love their bean curd salad. Good and fast service. The place isn't super
clean but not too bad. read more. As a visitor, you can use the WiFi of the establishment free of charge. What

Nathan H doesn't like about Liu Bu:
Nice place but has some problems first I saw that some of the drinks are expired in the fridge and they still sell

them also I sometimes see them use their bare hands and make the kababs which is cool but everything stays in
one freezer so it's probably cross contaminated. The food is nice but nothing special their oysters are nice thou.
read more. In Liu Bu from New York City, expect versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's traditionally cooked in a
wok, Here, the barbecue is freshly grilled on an open flame. Furthermore, they proffer you fine seafood meals.
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Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
OYSTERS

SALAD

NOODLES

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

SEAFOOD

SAUSAGE

SCALLOPS

BEEF

EGG

TOFU

CUCUMBER
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